A Dog's Courage

A Dog's Way Home Novel

W. Bruce Cameron

#1 New York Times bestselling author W. Bruce Cameron once again captures the bravery and determination of a very good dog in the gripping sequel to A Dog’s Way Home, the acclaimed novel that ins...

Bella was once a lost dog, but now she lives happily with her people, Lucas and Olivia, only occasionally recalling the hardships in her past. Then a weekend camping trip turns into a harrowing struggle for survival when the Rocky Mountains are engulfed by the biggest wildfire in American history. The raging inferno separates Bella from her people and she is lost once more.

Alone in the wilderness, Bella unexpectedly finds herself responsible for the safety of two defenseless mountain lion cubs. Now she’s torn between two equally urgent goals. More than anything, she wants to find her way home to Lucas and Olivia, but not if it means abandoning her new family to danger. And danger abounds, from predators hunting them to the flames threatening at every turn.

Can Bella ever get back to where she truly belongs?

A Dog's Courage is a moving tale of loyalty and the constant heart of one devoted dog – brought vividly to life with a keen understanding of what makes all dogs so special.

PRAISE

“Another winning tale of an extraordinary human-canine companionship full of tug-at-the-heartstrings adventure.” — Booklist on A Dog’s Way Home

“Marley & Me combined with Tuesdays with Morrie.” — Kirkus Reviews on A Dog's Purpose

“Funny, heartwarming, and touching.” — Library Journal, starred review, on A Dog's Purpose

W. BRUCE CAMERON is the #1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of A Dog’s Purpose, A Dog’s Journey, A Dog’s Way Home (all now major motion pictures), The Dog Master, Ellie’s Story, Bailey's Story, The Midnight Plan of the Repo Man and others. He lives in California.
Stay Sexy & Don't Get Murdered
The Definitive How-To Guide

Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark

Now in trade paperback with additional new content, the #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling dual memoir by the beloved hosts of the hit podcast My Favorite Murder

#1 New York Times Bestseller
#1 USA Today Bestseller
#1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller

Sharing stories ranging from their struggles with depression, eating disorders, and addiction, Karen and Georgia irreverently recount their biggest mistakes and deepest fears, reflecting on the formative life events that shaped them into two of the most followed voices in the nation.

In Stay Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered, Karen and Georgia focus on the importance of self-advocating and valuing personal safety over being "nice" or "helpful." They delve into their own pasts, true crime stories, and beyond, to discuss meaningful cultural and societal issues with fierce empathy and unapologetic frankness.

Now in trade paperback with additional new content!

PRAISE

For Stay Sexy & Don't Get Murdered

“All the best advice your mother never told you.” —Jenny Lawson, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Furiously Happy

“Kilgariff and Hardstark bring a much needed dimension to our current, true crime fever dream—an empathetic, slangy dose of acidic humor, weary compassion, and nervous hope. Their podcast is a joy to listen to and this book captures its energy and hilarity perfectly.” —Patton Oswalt, New York Times bestselling author of Silver Screen Fiend

“In addition to being laugh-out-loud funny, smart, and incisive, Stay Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered is so interesting and insightful that it made me a) want to...”

KAREN KILGARIFF is a stand-up comedian and television writer. She was the head writer for the first five years of The Ellen DeGeneres Show, with credits on scripted shows including Portlandia and Baskets. GEORGIA HARDSTARK is a host for the Cooking Channel, a performance storyteller, and a recurring guest monologist on Drunk History.

My Favorite Murder is the hit comedy true crime podcast. Since its inception in early 2016, the show has regularly landed on iTunes' Top 10 Most Downloaded list. ...
She Wouldn't Change a Thing

Sarah Adlakha

*Sliding Doors* meets *Life After Life* in this story about a wife and mother who is given the chance to start over at the risk of losing everything she loves

A second chance is the last thing she wants.

When thirty-nine year old Maria Forrsman wakes up in her sixteen-year-old body, she doesn’t know how she got there. All she does know is she has to get back: to her home in Bienville, Mississippi, to her job as a successful psychiatrist and, most importantly, to her husband, daughters, and unborn son.

But she also knows that, in only a few weeks, a devastating tragedy will strike her husband, a tragedy that will lead to their meeting each other.

Can she change time and still keep what it’s given her?

Exploring the responsibilities love lays on us, the complicated burdens of motherhood, and the rippling impact of our choices, *She Wouldn't Change a Thing* is a dazzling debut from a bright new voice.

**PRAISE**

“For me, a mind-bending story only works if its characters are real and relatable. Sarah Adlakha gets it exactly right in *She Wouldn't Change a Thing*. Her protagonist, faced with impossible, life altering choices, will keep the reader awake at night wondering ‘what would I do?’”--Diane Chamberlain, *New York Times* Bestselling Author of *Big Lies in a Small Town*

Sarah Adlakha is a native of Chicago and a practicing psychiatrist who now lives along the Gulf Coast of Mississippi with her husband and their three daughters. This is her first novel.
A Bathroom Book for People Not Pooping or Peeing But Using the Bathroom as an Escape

written by Joe Pera; illustrated by Joe Bennett

From popular Adult Swim comedian Joe Pera, a funny and calming illustrated guide for people who are so stressed out that they're hiding in the bathroom

Cloth covered and art stamped.

When you've fled to the bathroom in a panic, this book will be there, like a lifeline to a voice Vulture called "the most relaxing TV show host in recent memory."

Comedian Joe Pera is the creator and star of Joe Pera Talks With You, a show that Stephen Colbert called “one of the funniest and most beautiful things I’ve seen in a long time.” Illustrator Joe Bennett is a director and animator whose disarming style adds depth to Pera’s gentle wit. Together they’ve created a guide to re-gaining calm and confidence while you're hiding in the bathroom.

Earnest, warm, and sincere, this book covers everything you need to know about how to relax, no matter what sent you running. Maybe you're hiding from your kids or working up the confidence to say “no” to a car salesman. Regardless, Joe Pera will be there to guide you back to tranquility. He'll walk you through breathing exercises and visualizations, he'll invite you to draw yourself a bath—the people in line can wait—and encourage you to say affirming things to yourself in the mirror. He's with you every step of the way from arrival in a panic through the rebuilding of confidence so you can return to the world beyond the bathroom door.

An earnest guide to calming down for fans of Hyperbole and a Half and Sad Animal Facts, this humorous handbook will be a beacon to anxious readers looking to feel calm, confident, and less alone.

PRAISE

“Nothing says ‘class’ to your dinner guests more than a Joe Pera book next to the can.” —Seth Meyers

“A beautiful and funny book about something I have done all my life. Thank you, Mr. Joseph Pera.” —Aidy Bryant

“A thing of beauty. On or off the John.” —Alia Shawkat

“Joe Bennett always knows how to find the depth in the shallow things, bringing our attention along with his to see what’s been profound all along, right there, in the profane.” —Brad Neely
I Don't Forgive You

Aggie Blum Thompson

Perfect for bookclubs or the beach, a page-turning, thrilling debut "not to be missed." (Wendy Walker)

Allie Ross is an accomplished photographer and a new mom in her upscale DC suburb. She’s also being framed for a neighbor’s murder.

It all starts at a neighborhood party when a local dad corners Allie in a bathroom and assaults her. She manages to escape, but not before he calls her by an old, forgotten nickname from her dark past. The next day, he is found dead.

Soon, the police are knocking at her door, grilling her about a supposed Tinder relationship with the man and pulling up texts between them. Allie has been hacked and someone is impersonating her online. Her reputation—social and professional—is at stake; even her husband starts to doubt her. As the killer closes in, Allie must reach back into a past she vowed to forget in order to learn the shocking truth of who is destroying her life.

PRAISE

"Masterfully written and utterly gripping, Thompson hooks you from the very first page. With edge of the seat plotting, this complex and thoroughly chilling guessing game races to a staggering conclusion. This one definitely needs to be on your TBR list."—Liv Constantine, internationally bestselling author

A terrific page-turner. Allie Ross has an enviable life with her loving husband and adorable son - until she moves into a suburban neighborhood where menace lurks beneath the glossy, Instagram-worthy facade. Don't try to guess what'll happen next - just hang on for the ride!"— Sarah Pekkanen, New York Times bestselling author

“A brilliant..."

Before turning to fiction, AGGIE BLUM THOMPSON covered real-life crime as a newspaper reporter for a number of papers including The Boston Globe and The Washington Post. Aggie is a member of Sisters in Crime, Mystery Writers of America, and International Thriller Writers, and serves as the program director for the Montgomery County chapter of the Maryland Writers Association. For the past nine years, she's lived with her husband and two daughters in the suburbs of Washington D.C., which has affo...
The Kobalt Dossier

Eric Van Lustbader

Evan Ryder is back in this stunning follow-up to The Nemesis Manifesto from New York Times bestselling author Eric Van Lustbader.

After thwarting the violent, international, fascist syndicate known as Nemesis, Evan Ryder returns to Washington, D.C., to find her secret division of the DOD shut down and her deceased sister’s children missing. Now the target of a cabal of American billionaires who were among Nemesis’s supporters, Evan and her former boss, Ben Butler, must learn to work together as partners – and navigate their intricate past.

Their search will take them from Istanbul to Odessa to an ancient church deep within the Carpathian Mountains of Romania. And all along the way, an unimaginable enemy stalks in the shadows, an adversary whose secretive past will upend Evan’s entire world and everything she holds dear.

PRAISE

Praise for The Nemesis Manifesto:

“[An] outstanding series launch…Credible action and often lyrical prose support the complex, intelligent plot. A series of twists and an extended fight sequence at the end will leave readers amazed and pleasantly exhausted. Lustbader is at the top of his game.” — Publishers Weekly, starred review

“One of the best in the business delivers a gem of a read. This one is top notched all the way.” — Steve Berry

“Lustbader is in excellent form here. The Nemesis Manifesto is dark, sophisticated and compelling, and couldn’t be more timely. And Evan Ryder is a keeper!” — David Baldacci

ERIC VAN LUSTBADER is the author of many New York Times bestselling thrillers, including The Testament, First Daughter, Last Snow, and Blood Trust. Lustbader was chosen by Robert Ludlum’s estate to continue the Jason Bourne series. He and his wife live on the South Fork of Long Island. Visit him online at www.ericvanlustbader.com, follow him on Twitter @EVanLustbader, or on Instagram @evlust.
Tender Is the Bite

Spencer Quinn

A brand new adventure in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling series that Stephen King calls "without a doubt the most original mystery series currently available."

The next adventure for Chet the dog, "the most lovable narrator in crime fiction" (Boston Globe), and his human partner, PI Bernie Little.

Chet and Bernie are contacted by a terribly scared young woman who seems to want their help. Before she can even tell them her name, she flees in panic. But in that brief meeting Chet sniffs out an important secret about her, a secret at the heart of the mystery he and Bernie set out to solve.

It's a case with no client and no crime and yet great danger, with the duo facing a powerful politician who has a lot to lose. Their only hope lies with a ferret named Griffie who adores Bernie. Is there room for a ferret in the Chet and Bernie relationship? That's the challenge Chet faces, the biggest of his career. Hanging in the balance are the lives of two mistreated young women and the future of the whole state.

PRAISE

"I have been a Chet and Bernie fan from the start. Chet is a wonderful narrator—top dog, you could say—but he never descends to cuteness, and Bernie is as tough a PI as Spade or Marlowe, a man as quick with his .38 as he is with a Slim Jim for his sidekick. I’m already jonesing for the next one." —Stephen King

“Delightful...dog lovers won’t want to miss this one.” —Publishers Weekly on Heart of Barkness

“Would that we all were as infallible in our dogs’ eyes as Bernie is in Chet’s.” —Susan Wilson, New York Times bestselling author of The Dog I Loved

SPENCER QUINN is the pen name for Peter Abrahams, the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Chet and Bernie mystery series, as well as the #1 New York Times bestselling Bowser and Birdie series for middle-grade readers. He lives on Cape Cod with his wife Diana—and dogs, Audrey and Pearl.

spencequinn.com
chetthedog.com
Facebook.com/chetthedog
@ChetTheDog
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Of Mutts and Men

Spencer Quinn

Now in paperback! The next adventure in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling series that Stephen King calls "without a doubt the most original mystery series currently available."

When Chet the dog, “the most lovable narrator in all of crime fiction” (Boston Globe), and his partner, PI Bernie Little of the desert-based Little Detective Agency, arrive to a meeting with hydrologist Wendell Nero, they are in for a shocking sight—Wendell has come to a violent and mysterious end. What did the hydrologist want to see them about? Is his death a random robbery, or something more? Chet and Bernie, working for nothing more than an eight-pack of Slim Jims, are on the case.

Bernie might be the only one who thinks the police have arrested the wrong man, including the perp’s own defense attorney. Chet and Bernie begin to look into Wendell’s work, a search that leads to a struggling winemaker who has received an offer he can’t refuse. Meanwhile, Chet is smelling water where there is no water, and soon Chet and Bernie are in danger like never before.

PRAISE

“I have been a Chet and Bernie fan from the start, and this is the best one yet—suspenseful, laugh-out-loud funny in places, and surprisingly tender. Chet is a wonderful narrator—top dog, you could say.” —Stephen King

“Chet, the dog, and Bernie, the PI, are a team made in mystery series heaven. Would that we all were as infallible in our dogs’ eyes as Bernie is in Chet’s.” —Susan Wilson, New York Times bestselling author of Two Good Dogs, on Heart of Barkness

“Delightful... Dog lovers won’t want to miss this one.” —Publishers Weekly on Heart of Barkness

“Nothing short of masterful.... Sequels are a given, and a must.” —Los Angeles Times on Dog O...

SPENCER QUINN is the bestselling author of the Chet and Bernie mystery series, as well as the #1 New York Times bestselling Bowser and Birdie series for middle-grade readers. He lives on Cape Cod with his wife Diana—and dogs Audrey and Pearl.

peterabrahams.com
chetthedog.com
Facebook.com/chetthedog
@ChetTheDog
The Lights of Sugarberry Cove

Heather Webber

The charming new novel from *USA Today* bestselling author Heather Webber!

Sadie Way Scott has been avoiding her family and hometown of Sugarberry Cove, Alabama since she nearly drowned in the lake just outside her mother’s B&B. Eight years later, Sadie is the host of a much-loved show about southern cooking and family, but despite her success, she wonders why she was saved. What is she supposed to do?

Sadie’s sister, Leala Clare, is still haunted by the guilt she feels over the night her sister almost died. Now, at a crossroads in her marriage, Leala has everything she ever thought she wanted—so why is she so unhappy?

When their mother suffers a minor heart attack just before Sugarberry Cove’s famous water lantern festival, the two sisters come home to run the inn while she recovers. It’s the last place either of them wants to be, but with a little help from the inn’s quirky guests, the sisters may come to terms with their strained relationships, accept the past, and rediscover a little lake magic.

*The Lights of Sugarberry Cove* is a charming, delightful story of family, healing, love, and small town Southern charm by *USA Today* bestselling author Heather Webber.

**PRAISE**

Praise for *Midnight at the Blackbird Cafe*

“Perfect for fans of *Like Water for Chocolate* and *Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café*.” —*Bustle*

“Full of family secrets, undeniable charm and that particular touch of magic so often found in the South... I savored every word.” —Kristy Woodson Harvey, national bestselling author of *Feels Like Falling*

“A tantalizing, delicious delight.” —Kristin Harmel, international bestselling author of *The Book of Lost Names*

HEATHER WEBBER is the national bestselling author of more than thirty novels and has been twice nominated for an Agatha Award. She loves to spend time with her family, read, drink too much coffee and tea, birdwatch, crochet, watch cooking competition and home improvement shows, and bake. Heather lives in southwestern Ohio and is hard at work on her next book.

www.heatherwebber.com
IG: booksbyheather
FB: heatherblakewebberbookaholics
Tw: BooksbyHeather
MEG: Hell's Aquarium

Steve Alten

The most fearsome predators in history...are no longer history.

Tanaka Institute, Monterey, CA: Four years have passed since Angel, the seventy-six-foot Megalodon, birthed a litter of pups. A Dubai royal prince seeks to purchase two of the "runts"—if Jonas Taylor's son, David, will be their handler. Jonas reluctantly agrees, and David is off to Dubai for the summer of his life, not realizing that he is being set up to lead an expedition that will hunt down and capture the most dangerous creatures ever to inhabit the Earth!

PRAISE

"An adrenaline-pumping thriller...the perfect antidote to a sunny day at a crowded beach."
—New York Post on MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror

"Hellishly riveting...an utterly amazing climax."
—Kirkus Reviews on MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror

"Two words: Jurassic Shark."
—Los Angeles Times on MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror

"Non-stop excitement."
—Library Journal on MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror

Steve Alten is the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of more than twenty novels, including The Loch, MEG: A Novel of Deep Terror, and the Domain trilogy. His work has been published in more than thirty countries and is being used in thousands of middle and high school curricula as part of Adopt-An-Author, a free teen reading program used nationwide to encourage reluctant readers.
**Shadow**

James Swallow

**The Marc Dane series continues with Shadow**

A ruthless far-right terrorist is broken out of captivity.

A mysterious bio-scientist with a terrible secret is abducted.

A lethal virus threatens millions of lives across Europe and the Middle East.

In a race against time that spans the globe, ex-MI6 officer Marc Dane and his partner, Lucy Keyes, are bound together in a desperate battle to stop the release of a deadly virus that will kill millions. Operating outside the law and with only their survival instincts, their resolve and morals will be tested in a desperate fight against the sinister forces that lie behind this evil pandemic conspiracy.

**What price would you pay to stop a global catastrophe?**

**PRAISE**

For the Marc Dane series:

“Britain's answer to Jason Bourne. Fast-moving and fun.” —Daily Mail on Exile

“Ian Fleming meets John Le Carre: vivid and gritty with nonstop action.” —David Hagberg on Nomad

“Unputdownable. A must-read.” —Wilbur Smith on Nomad

JAMES SWALLOW is a New York Times, Sunday Times and Amazon bestselling author, a British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) nominee, a former journalist and the award-winning writer of over fifty books, along with numerous scripts for video games, radio, and television.

For exclusive content, information on new releases, and a FREE deleted scene from NOMAD, sign up to the Readers’ Club here: www.bit.ly/JamesSwallow

You can also follow James on Twitter at @jmswallow for more updates or vis...
Lionhearts

Nathan Makaryk

History and myth collide in this riveting story of vengeance, redemption and war, perfect for fans of Game of Thrones

All will be well when King Richard returns . . . but King Richard has been captured.

To raise the money for his ransom, every lord in England is raising taxes, the French are eyeing the empty throne, and the man they called, “Robin Hood,” the man the Sherriff claims is dead, is everywhere and nowhere at once.

He’s with a band of outlaws in Sherwood Forest, raiding guard outposts. He’s with Nottingham’s largest gang, committing crimes to protest the taxes. He’s in the lowest slums of the city, conducting a reign of terror against the city's most vulnerable. A hero to some, a monster to others, and an idea that can't simply be killed.

But who's really under the hood?

Lionhearts is the epic second installment in Nathan Makaryk's Nottingham series that will leave you questioning everything you think you know about Robin Hood, King Richard, and the world they created.

PRAISE

Praise for Nottingham:

“Nathan Markaryk's bold reimagining of the Robin Hood legend is the most pleasurable reading experience I've had since first discovering George R.R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire. Nottingham is an expansive, thoroughly engrossing epic with vividly drawn characters and rich historical detail. I can't wait to read the next installment.” —Bryan Cogman, Co-Executive Producer/Writer, Game of Thrones

“This Robin Hood is so much more realistic about the politics of the time that it was like a new story greatly expanding a fragment of a myth. If you like Historical Fiction then Nottingham may be your big summer read.” —Larry Y...

Nathan Makaryk is a theater owner, playwright, director and actor, living in southern California. He is the author of Nottingham.
Double Threat

F. Paul Wilson

You know things are bad when the voice in your head is the only one you can trust. A new stand-alone thriller from New York Times bestselling author F. Paul Wilson!

In the southwestern desert, a mysterious cult prays for the return of the Visitors.

Only one creature can derail that grand and glorious event: An evil entity, known as the Duad, can keep the Visitors from arriving and prevent the transfiguration to come.

Daley, who lives nearby, has a far more serious problem: an alien consciousness has taken up residence in her head. Medical tests turn up nothing, but still she knows it’s there. Among other things, the strange being . . . won’t stop talking!

Then Daley discovers she has the gift of healing. She can cure anything and anyone—the halt, the lame, the blind. Despite living in a small town, Daley had hopes to conceal her new ability, but the cult discovers her gift. The belief that Daley is the hated Duad leads to a series of bizarre attempts on her life.

Daley tries desperately to figure out what is really going on—is the voice in her head the devil, the Duad, a wise friend who wants to help her...or the first sign of mental illness?

PRAISE

Praise for F. Paul Wilson

“F. Paul Wilson weaves spells with words.” —Dean Koontz

“As good as the best of Robin Cook.” —James Patterson

“F. Paul Wilson is the master of making the unbelievable believable.” —Steve Berry

Praise for the Repairman Jack series

“The Tomb is one of the best all-out adventure stories I’ve read in years.” —Stephen King

“Repairman Jack is one of my favorite characters.” —Charlaine Harris

The Cowboy Way
Stories of the Old West

Elmer Kelton

Sixteen cowboy stories from the legendary author of the west, Elmer Kelton, including never-before-collected stories!

In The Cowboy Way, acclaimed western writer Elmer Kelton chronicles the highs and lows of cowboy life. These sixteen tales, collected together for the first time, brim over with action, adventure, brotherhood, betrayal, and the romance of the American West.

PRAISE

Praise for The Cowboy Way

“Texas as a myth looms large in the American psyche. The late Kelton perfected that myth... the storylines vary, each one is tinged with nostalgia—which might be exactly what readers are looking for from such a timeless author.”
—Booklist

Praise for Elmer Kelton

“You can never go wrong if . . . you pick up a title by Elmer Kelton . . . Kelton's characters jump off the page, they are so real.”
—American Cowboy

“One of the best.”
—The New York Times

ELMER KELTON (1926-2009) was the seven-time Spur Award-winning author of more than forty novels, including the Texas Rangers series, the Hewey Calloway series, and the Buckalew Family series. He was also the recipient of the Owen Wister Lifetime Achievement award. In addition to his novels, Kelton worked as an agricultural journalist for forty-two years, and served in the infantry in World War II.
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